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History of Phoenicia by George Rawlinson. Phoenica, or Phoenicia, was the name originally given by the
Greeks-and afterwards adopted from them by the Romans-to the coast region of the Mediterranean, where it
faces the west between the thirty-second and the thirty-sixth parallels. Here, it would seem, in their early

voyagings, the Pre-Homeric Greeks first came upon a land where the palm-tree was not only indigenous, but
formed a leading and striking characteristic, everywhere along the low sandy shore lifting its tuft of feathery
leaves into the bright blue sky, high above the undergrowth of fig, and pomegranate, and alive. Hence they
called the tract Phoenicia, or the Land of Palms;" and the people who inhabited it the Phoenicians, or "the

Palm-tree people." Histories of Phoenicia or of the Phoenicians were written towards the middle of the present
century by Movers and Kenrick.

There is a large consensus among scholars today that Phoenicia derives from the Greek term Phoenix from the
root phoinos meaning red. The Phoenicians scroll down to chapter 6 section 1. Based on the archaeological

evidence it seems that there was a great deal of continuity in Phoenician.

Phoenicia

The History of Phoenicia Book Description The history of the Phoenicians explorers and merchants is little
known. They used their trade routes to spread not only wine but also their alphabet which was adopted and
adapted by the ancient Greeks and Romans. The Phoenician culture originated in the Eastern Mediterranean
region of the Levant Southern Syria Lebanon and Northern Israel in the 2nd millennium BCE although this
area had been settled since the Neolithic period. Thus over time they became vassals of more powerful

empires Assyrians Babylonians Persians Macedonian Greeks with Alexander the Great etc.. Recent research
has shown the Phoenician land and society had diverged from the Canaanite land and society by 3200 BC.
Many of the methods historians and archaeologists use nowadays to learn more about the past were not yet
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invented and some key finds had not yet been discovered. despite classical tradition to the contrary. Basically
Phoenicians were Canaanites who conquered and settled on. official Roman records show the division of
Phoenicia Prima into two provinces Phoenicia Maritima and Phoenicia Libanensis.In the early Byzantine

times the Count of Phoenicia governed Phoenicia. In Phoenicia the alphabet appeared in the XIII century. The
Phoenician Achievement. Historians think Phoenicia. The Phoenician galley was built from precious Cedar

wood.
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